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antioxidant facial cleanser
with cbd and vitamin e
This power-punch, CBD - infused cleanser
washes away dirt and surface bacteria.
Loaded with a powerful blend of antioxidants
including Vitamin E and Green Tea to help
soothe any redness or irritation, as well as
shield skin from free radical damage.

muscle rub
with cbd and coq10
Soothe sore muscles and
alleviate joint pains with this
powerful blend of ingredients
that is now enhanced with
CBD.

LIP SHINE with CBD
This silky formula boosts lips with a touch
of color with a high-shine glossy finish.

BERRY PUNCH
(a sheer watermelon red)

MARASCHINO
(a sheer cherry red)

LIQUID HIGHLIGHTER
Highly-concentrated illuminator adds an incredibly luxe shimmer effect on the cheeks, lips and body!

GOLDIE
(a golden yellow)

PETITE TONERS

Our favorite toners now available in a delicately fine misting bottle.

POMEGRANATE
GREEN TEA TONER
This gentle and
effective toner will
fight off environmental
stresses and free radical
damage, leaving your
skin feeling refreshed and
revitalized.

CUCUMBER
TONER

VITAMIN C
TONER

ALOE
TONER

This botanical blend of
Lemon and Grapefruit is
formulated to re-balance
skin, gently exfoliate, and
tone.
A botanical blend of
cucumber and fruit
extracts that gently
removes excess
impurities from the
skin’s surface while
leaving skin smooth,
refreshed, and hydrated.

Refresh, re-balance,
and sweep away any
impurities with our
gentle, aloe-base toner.
This formula is
non-drying, alchol-free,
and fragrance free.
Ideal for sensitive skin
types in need of a
refreshing boost.

MID-SIZE EYE SHADOW
These bold, high-pigmented shades glide on smooth delivering the ultimate payout.

ROCKET FUEL
Frosted
(a metallic copper red)

HEARTBEAT
Matte
(a bright coral red)

GROOVY
Frosted
(an iridescent nude pink)

LIQUID METAL SHADOWS
These liquid shadows are the perfect mix of pearl and glitter to dress eyes
with incredible luster and shimmer.

ALIEN
(a white-based
light green)

EUPHORIA
(a white-based
light purple)

LIP AND CHEEK BALM
A sheer, creamy, 2-in-1 cheek and lip color. Awaken the face with a touch of color.

PINK LYCHEE
(a sheer bright pink)

TRUTH OR BARE
(a pink based nude)
ROUGE RED
(a sheer red)

CORPORATE
HEADQUARTERS
laboratory/factory
44 Executive Blvd.

LIQUID LINER 3
Beautiful eyes to the power of three.
Make a precise, dramatic statement with these colorful
new additions that are long-lasting and waterproof !

Farmingdale, NY 11735 USA
1 (631) 454-0444
1 (631) 454-0445
1 (800) 345-3448

DELRAY BEACH
florida showroom
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2065 West Atlantic Avenue
Delray Beach, FL 33445 USA
1 (561) 272-2008
1 (561) 272-2014 FAX
1 (800) 392-4889

ladyburd.com
sales@ladyburd.com
@ladyburdcosmetics

GEMINI
(a light pastel green)

AIRWAVE
(a light royal blue)

